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 When a seed is exposed to the 
proper conditions for growth, germination 
begins. Roots start to stretch and plant 
themselves in the soil. Later, the sprout 
pushes through as well, reaching for the sun. 
As the plant grows, it becomes a reflection of 
its environment while looking towards new 
ground.
 

 Still there are seeds to be gathered features 18 individuals across 
disciplines as artists, writers, and researchers, to culminate their efforts and 
practices within the Daniels Faculty Visual Studies program. While this show 
exhibits the accumulation of thesis research and processes across the Visual 
Studies program, it also marks the completion of our undergraduate degrees. 
Taking our proximity to what feels like the end, Still there are seeds to be 
gathered cherishes the great depth of knowledge we have embodied over the 
years. The show title stems from Ursula K. Le Guin’s “The Carrier Bag Theory 
of Fiction”—a point of reference for the thematics of generating and holding 
on to knowledge while entertaining the potential of future relations to arrive. 
In the early weeks of our thesis course, our class held a discussion of Le Guin’s 
text. The concluding statement, “Still there are seeds to be gathered, and room 
in the bag of stars,” sparked an unknown feeling that borders the poetics of our 
completed time in school as well as a rethinking of our projects as ever-changing. 
As a ‘non’-ending phrase, Le Guin uses it to mark this text as ‘unfinished,’ citing 
the space for transformation and growth. In the context of this exhibition, the 
research each student has taken upon themselves has not reached a ‘conclusion.’ 
Each thesis project poses a question vital to its artist, one that will continue to 
be explored beyond the scope of this exhibition.

 Le Guin highlights the universal act of gathering, something inherent 
to the human condition which remains unchanging despite rapid shifts in 
our relationship with the Earth. As artists and researchers, the concept of 
gathering extends beyond physical objects; writers, artists, poets, scientists, 
and personal relationships all stand as references gathered throughout our 
studies and beyond. In this sense, the work of art is the carrier bag of the artist; 
it is where one’s collection of sources is stored and transformed through their 
reimagination. Similar to Le Guin’s writing, a thesis is a speculation upon what 
may unfold as our carrier bags increase in weight and size. Rather than weighing 
us down, they can provide a sense of buoyancy as we now have the tools to 
navigate independent—as well as interdependent—research. Despite ups and 
downs, critique and praise, the learning which has been conducted over the 
years is a testament to what can be achieved through supportive efforts.

An Introduction
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 These last few months of accumulative work have manifested 
individually for each project; however, it is through togetherness we begin to 
thrive and build upon one another’s thinking. As we hike through this grand 
forest and look up from between the trees, their branches, twisting and turning, 
cloud the sky; a symbol of limbs choreographed to reach for each other. We 
flourish within this web created through various points of connection between 
our projects. As we worked amongst each other for the past year, we came to see 
our plurality as a strength to build upon.

This publication not only works as an archival tool but also a bridge between 
artistic research and writing. While this year has always felt like a lead up to 
the final display of the visual and the experiential, our publication tries to 
complicate that belief. The following pages hold a year’s worth of finalized 
research as well as reflections of thinking from years prior. The accumulation of 
knowledge is a never ending story. We present to you the portraits of 18 artists 
and everything in their carrier bags.

 In the words of Le Guin, “Full of beginnings without ends, of 
initiations, of losses, of transformation and translations, and far more tricks 
than conflicts, far fewer triumphs than snares and delusions; full of spaceships 
that get stuck, missions that fail and people who don’t understand. I said it was 
hard to make a gripping tale about how we wrested the wild oats from their 
husk, I didn’t say it was impossible. Who ever said writing a novel was easy?”

From us to you,
Ella Spitzer-Stephan, Satyam Mistry, Nusha Naziri, Auden Tura, and Olive Wei
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Between the Lines 
of Language

Familiar Stranger:

Nusha Naziri





My grandmother once gifted me with a gold necklace, 
a pendant of my name written in Farsi. 

Such a precious token of love that 
I often wear backwards.





 
 
 We often use terms such as Translate, Interpret, and Read 

when communicating through a work of art. Many artists are likely 

familiar with the anxious yet curious feeling that comes from any 

read of their own work. Determining if what you have shown was 

understood to your intent or if you had become so wrapped up 

in your own thoughts that most of the context that was needed 

is either still sitting in your brain, or rather written in an artist 

statement that can easily be concluded with the words: trust me. 

These types of supplementary texts are what both the artist and 

viewer often rely on. Regardless of course, if some reads of the 

work are different from our own, we do not then deem the work to 

be unsuccessful. 

There are certain moments however, when another’s read of the 

work differs from your own and in turn something equally if not 

more compelling is born out of it. These are moments in which we 

create things that are much more beautiful than we had imagined, 

simply because it has touched someone else in a different way. I must 

admit, as flattering as this can feel, it can also be simultaneously 

embarrasing. Yet we try our best to focus on the flattery and not 

feel the need to steer away from our original ideas to appeal to 

everyone. After all, we do things like make art and write poetry for 

the purpose of sharing it with others. 



In school we are taught to bounce ideas off of one another, to 

get the image of the lonely artist locked away in a studio out of 

our heads. We expect differing opinions as well as interpretations, 

and try our best to embrace them while still holding respect for an 

original idea even when certain aspects are lost in translation. The 

way we encounter and perceive a work will always differ regardless 

of similarities or differences between background, education, and 

language. If these engagements of self-knowledge have no singular 

system for their cause, are we allowed to question how and why this 

happens? 





Ways of “Reading”

 Dearest reader, I am not a poet, though I would consider myself to 
be well trained in the art of getting the gist. To anyone raised around those 
whose first language is not English, you quickly gain a knack for deciphering 
certain phrases from what was truly meant versus what was actually said. 
That can be the case of either broken English, mispronunciation, or the 
plain misuse of words. Whatever the case may be, we learn how to fill in 
the gaps. For those who learn foreign languages in a more immersive way 
through their upbringing, degrees of fluency can still vary between the ability 
to hold a solid conversation and complete proficiency. Whether brought up 
in such conditions or not, I am sure we have all found ourselves in situations 
where we attempt to use any ounce of context we have that allows us to 
gain somewhat of an understanding when hearing a foreign language being 
spoken.

Interpreting language in such ways may cause us to naturally rely on other 
senses such as visuals and sound. Tones of voice, gestures, and facial expressions 
all help in decoding anything from a heated argument to utterances of love. 
When watching a piece of film or television that has been dubbed over in 
another language, we may see variations of these gaps within text through 
the incontinuity of timing by cause of differing sentence lengths. We can 
observe these moments where the actors mouth does not align with the 
audio provided by voice actor speaking above them. When given the option 
to then keep the original audio and turn to subtitles, a line being delivered 
may run for longer than it would take one to read the accompanied text, or 
vice versa. These moments of pause are inevitable, yet interesting. If emotion 
is conveyed through speech in one language, to then be read in parallel with a 
simple, more literal translation, we might subconsciously come up with our 
own interpretations of the situation through the blending of both devices 
being offered.



 
Focusing exclusively on written work now, the list of devices we rely on for 
understanding becomes much longer and sometimes seemingly unattainable. 
Visuals can still be used to a certain extent toward comprehension, however 
in this case, a clearly written sentence in one language can also appear as 
a repetitive pattern of angular lines to another. Think back to the picture 
books we read as children. Aside from the illustrations that accompanied 
the text functioning for purposes of visual pleasure, they also provided 
additional context that filled in the empty spaces that existed due to our 
imperfect literary skills. Imagery and form here act as a “partner” to the 
text, both reenacting words and guiding our eye as we make connections 
between the two. When reading such books in our youth, we may have also 
been told to not rely too much on the pictures. I recall the many Iranian 
picture books I had been given throughout my childhood. In my many 
failed attempts to accurately read these books, I would often turn to the 
images that accompanied the text in order to fill in the gaps and understand 
the plot of the story for myself. In the mind of a child who took a liking to 
visual forms of learning, I believed and would still argue that I was reading 
the book at least to some capacity. 

Even though the versions of these stories that I created in my head were likely 
different, or simply wrong, I never complained nor did I see a problem with 
any of it. Reading between (or beside) the lines is done here through the use 
of a skill in which I had much more ability. This may have been the cause for 
my life-long procrastination from learning how to read the language. That 
being said, I have always stood by the fact that I consumed a satisfactory 
amount Iranian media throughout my life even if sometimes in the “wrong” 
way. One of my life-long favourite Iranian songs is titled Gharibe Ashena, 
by the artist Googoosh. With the most common translation of song title in 
English being Familiar Stranger, I would say that my relationship to the 
Farsi language can also be given that same name. 







 
It is known that these types of scripts do in fact take pride in their visual 
appeal, as calligraphy has historically been a central feature of Islamic art. As 
part of this practice, text itself is often configured into shapes and decorative 
motifs that may also mirror the content of the writing. If not legible by one 
who is unfamiliar with the language, the work is still able to be appreciated 
on an aesthetic level. In cases where one is able to read the script, to view 
the artwork is still to read it. These practices are historically found to be 
executed with this exact paradox in mind, adorning facades of buildings 
and monuments with ideological writings masked in a visually appealing 
configuration of shapes and lines. Elements of calligraphy are also often 
implemented into Iranian works of poetry. With poetic writings taking 
form now to adorn the pages of a book, we are able to further examine the 
symbiotic relationship between visual and literary artworks. Here, the words 
themselves are also the images. The two exist simultaneously and in turn fill 
the space of a page. Perhaps in a different vain, but equally as interesting in 
terms of inviting two different perspectives onto one piece of writing, is the 
use of phonetic spelling. Rewriting Farsi text phonetically using the English 
alphabet is often done for purposes of communication between those who 
have at least somewhat of a fluency between both languages. In my case, 
I use this form of phonetic writing quite often when sending messages to 
family members. It acts as the perfect middle ground for communication, 
a hybrid between two languages. This system of writing however is not 
limited to those who can only speak two languages, as it can also be used in 
an educational sense allowing those unfamiliar with the alternative language 
at least attempt to speak the words out loud. 

Contrary to popular belief, translation does not need to have a strict set of 
rules. As mentioned before, the word itself can mean many different things. 
It is a word that can be used to describe various forms of communication as 
well as movement. The simple turning of a page. 



 
Translation vs Interpretation

 Farsi, like many other languages, uses systems of communication 
that are often specific to the culture and history of the region in which it 
originates from. The cases in which I personally experience this disconnect 
most often is through age-old expressions and idioms that simply do not 
have an exact English equivalent. Many times while being lectured by my 
parents, they began tangents with the classic phrase,

“There’s a saying in Farsi, though I don’t know if it 
would make much sense in English.” 

What I find amusing though, is even through their explanations of such 
that they deem to be unsuccessful, I am usually able to get a sense of the 
meaning behind these classic, sentence-long life lessons. For me, these sorts 
of translations are not ones that can be put into words, but rather exist more 
as a feeling, a seemingly telepathic comprehension born from what I could 
have only assumed to be my relationship to Iranian culture. When venturing 
to produce a translation of my own, I was drawn by a desire to decode works 
of writing that I have had an interest in exploring for quite some time. I have 
gone most of my life being aware of my mother’s love for poetry, although her 
work existed to me always as a small journal wedged within in our communal 
family bookshelves. As all of her work is in Farsi, therefor written in Perso-
Arabic script, I have never been able to read it. I have asked my mother on 
many occasions if she would translate them for me, and in response I am 
usually met once again with the statement in which I am told that the words 
in English would not provide me with an honest read of the work. There 
was never an issue of privacy here, as my mother was never concerned with 
sharing her work with others and I could always pick up said journal to flip 
through it as I pleased. To put it simply, the only thing holding me back  
from properly reading these works was myself and my inabilites.



 
From this was born a sense of selfishness on my part. Why do I demand such 
impractical solutions to my desires instead of making an effort to consume 
the work the way it is intended? Is that how translators must feel? Doing all 
the hard work so we as the lazy bunch can enjoy the best of both worlds? 

In reading a short interview with translator Charlotte Mandell, she spoke 
about the divide between author and translator in regard to authourship 
and recognition. In a profession where recognizing the success of a work 
only occurs when the work itself being done goes unnoticed, it is possible 
for the practice to be perceived as ungratifying and only rewarded with 
“backhanded compliments.” Mandell also expresses that strong translations 
usually require the translator to truly enjoy the original text on their own, 
otherwise you run the risk of being urged to over-edit. The desire to translate 
works that you already enjoy is not shocking, however it is worth noting that 
most translators are also independent writers, and therefor may experience 
added frustration in regard to not “fix” an original text while still technically 
using their writing skills to the best of their ability. This appears to be a lot 
to juggle. The lines that one must not cross during these processes are both 
blurred and crystal clear at the same time. The work cannot be an exact 
duplicate, but more of a mirror image. You must play the role of editor, but 
only for yourself. 

In other cases, translators like Lydia Davis slightly challenge this narrative. In 
Davis’ Essays Two, she writes that translation begins with a question in which 
we are often never able to receive an answer that we are completely satisfied 
with. No amount of linguistic expertise can overcome the fact that there 
are often no perfect translations for certain words or phrases. In her essay, 
Twenty-One Pleasures of Translating (and a Silver Lining), she highlights 
the notion that due to this reality, the work may never feel fully solved, and 
therefore can be better described as an eternal compromise. 



 
Although this sentiment may initially appear unsatisfying, Davis is able 
to vividly run through her list of found pleasures to translation practices 
that only seem to grow with time and experience. She follows her statement 
about comprimise with a reminder to the reader that any constraints that 
we may experience through translating another’s work can always later be 
expressed through your own writing later on. The energy that Davis brings 
to these practices is refreshing, especially as I quickly grew to be overwhelmed 
with the idea of taking another’s precious work into my own hands. When 
translating works by highly regarded writers like Marcel Proust, Davis’ 
determination still boils down to the simple desire to solve and answer her 
own questions. Particularly in her essay titled, An alphabet (in Progress) of 
Proust Translation Observations, from Aurore to Zut, Davis highlights what 
she describes as a “translation diary,” a log kept of various words and phrases 
with which she had partifcular difficulties during the process of translating 
Proust’s Swann’s Way. In most cases, words recorded in the diary were 
those that had very specific connotations in the French language, with more 
literal, less meaningful translations in English. Issues arise as often there are 
many different possible translations for one singular word or phrase. This is 
an problem that I would face through this process, as the Farsi language too 
is packed with nuances and phrases that have no true English equivalent. 
Because these phrases have so many possible forms, translators have the 
difficult job of choosing the “right” one even if there is no diffinitive answer. 

My frustration had stemmed from this same issue as not only was I afraid 
others might not agree with my choice of words, but I also worried the 
translation would be a disservice to the original. In Lily Robert-Foley’s 
Experimental Translation: The work of translation in the age of algorithmic 
production, she writes about a similar phenomenon in relation to computer 
generated translations, where this issue often results in the “wrong” or 
“overly literal” equivalent of the original word to be used in its place. 



 
Here, I would like to provide my own  version of a translation diary 
comprised of common phrases in Farsi that possess a very literal, dramatic, 
and often unsettling meaning when directly converted to English:

I miss you.“Delam tang shodeh 
az to”

“My heart feels tight 
because of you”

Phrase “Translation” Meaning

“Ghorbonet beram” “I sacrifice myself for 
you”

An expression of love.

“Jat khali” “Your space is empty” I wish you were here.

“Zameen khordam” “I ate the ground” I fell down.

“Moosh bokhoradet” “A mouse should eat 
you”

You are cute.

“Jeegareto bokhoram” “I will eat your liver”
A term of endearment 

used to express your 
love for someone.



An expression of 
thanks. The warmth of 

their breath alluding 
to life, conveying 

hope for the other 
person to live forever.

“Damet garm” “May your breath be 
warm”

“Khak bar saram” “Dirt on my head”

An idiom used to 
express feelings of 

regret and frustration.
Dirt on one’s head 

alluding to death and 
being buried in the 

ground.

“Zahreh mar” “Snake venom”

A form of insult 
toward another person 

or thing. 
A way of telling off 

or to tell someone to 
“shut up”



 
What Exists Between the Lines?
 
 It would seem that no translator is hired to work on a piece of writing 
if they have zero prior knowledge of both of the languages being used. Where 
I get frustrated is due to the fact that I can speak a language that I cannot 
read. As an artist, I am often drawn to themes of transformation as a way 
to render new or added meaning using specific imagery and iconography. 
When placing certain objects or images into new contexts, the work does not 
function if I do not acknowledge the significance of the original before it had 
been displaced. It is a transformation, but never a correction. If I was going 
to challenge myself to extend my interests in such themes through works 
of literary translation, I wanted to stay true to these same principles. I want 
to highlight the voids that exist through translation, as these empty spaces 
are where I believe these intrinsic comprehensions lie. I want to explore the 
relationship between form and text, indicating no hirearchy between the 
two, but rather the abilities of both  to  mutually benefit one another. By 
highlighting multiple interpretations of a single work, this in turn embraces 
the limitless qualities of translation. In a publication in accompaniment 
to the exhibition of the same name, How to maneuver: Shapeshifting texts 
and other publishing tactics, focuses on processes of publishing and the 
boundaries between mainstream and independent forms of such, with a 
larger focus on the entanglement of language through Arabic and English 
text. Including work from various authors, this publication is printed in 
both languages, showing no visible hierarchy between the two. This allows 
both versions of the same text to exist as originals in themselves. The work 
is neither considered English or Arabic, but rather represents the space that 
exists between the two mirrored texts. In response to this, I want to treat my 
work here as one that does not treat the original texts as test subjects to be 
picked apart, but rather a guide for re-interpretation. As I’ve explored thus 
far, sometimes very immense passion can hide behind a simple phrase.



 
Finally, I must acknowledge the reality behind the privilege I had here. 
I am not translating work by a well-known, long deceased poet. I am 
translating work by someone with whom I have a close relationship to, as 
well as someone that I can actually speak with. I could not begin this process 
without having conversations with my mother. Lydia Davis writes about 
the benefit of translation in the sense that you are usually able to conduct 
them even when tired or frustrated due to its largely methodical nature; one 
can never experience explicit writer’s block when an entire finished work is 
already in front of you. Though this may be true, I would experience my 
own type of frustration through this process. Translating poetry through a 
phonecall with my mother would prove to take form as a very literal game 
of broken telephone. During moments in which we were able to work 
face to face, these disconnects often persisted with the addition of visible 
frustration. Nonetheless, I was unable to accurately navigate these blurry 
areas without the guidance of the author. Before jumping straight from 
the text in Farsi script to English, I felt I needed to use what I did know in 
order to allow this process to be more collaborative. Listening to a poem 
spoken aloud while transcribing it phonetically in English script essentially 
allowed me to “read” the work as the Farsi original, without having to trust 
in a translation from only one perspective. Through conducting an initial 
rough translation to English, emphasis was kept to not pay attention to 
specific phrases that may come off as unatural or confusing. Listening to 
one another first, and questioning later. Spending too much time to ensure 
it made perfect sense straight away would defeat the purpose of investigating 
what gets initially removed and what can later be replaced or added. It is 
also important to note that all “original” documents in this case were hand 
written, and a subsequent form of translation occurs when it is transcribed 
to type, allowing for a clear read. The combination of these two writing 
styles both mirror and move between one another, eventually forming  both 
a mechanical and organic system of communication and thought.



The notion of authorship within works of literary transation is one that 
offers up more questions along with unsatisfying answers. Allowing this 
work to exist in print with my name on it despite most translated works 
still bearing the name of the original author is worth recognizing. This 
work lives as an ongoing investigation of the ability for these texts to come 
together in ways that two sides can understand in parallel, never viewing one 
as more true than the other. My rewriting of the work is not done without 
the input of the author, yet persists as a continuous reinterpretation of 
the original. If the ways for me to translate these texts to the extent of my 
own understanding is to continuously alter them, I am in turn erasing and 
rearranging words in order to highlight those that otherwise get lost on their 
journey of being carried over. When words are removed or replaced, and 
grammatical structure changes through translation, a deal is being made 
behind the scenes that I no longer want to conceal. Here, my methods of 
interpreting another’s work is different from the artist. I may claim to have 
gained an accurate understanding of the original through these translations, 
but that can never truly be verified. 

What I am left with is a string of notes, conversations, interpretations, and 
visual overlap that can be read simultaneously as a map and transcript of these 
though processes. This is not one singular process, but the culmination of 
many, all working toward the same conclusions. Highlighting, underlining, 
and alternating structures breaks up the text and fills the surrounding and 
inner space with discussion, form, colour, and emotion. The “final” version 
the translation here is not to be fixed in place, and can forever continue to 
change. In a way, I am “reading” those Farsi children’s books again. Although 
this time the words themselves are acting as the pictures, the freedom is all 
the same. By embracing the finicky traits of translation, the work in turn 
is comparable as well to the imperfect nature of the following: a string of 
dialogue between a mother and daughter.  





وق   كه ستاره های شب بهم چشمک زدند
وق   كه ستاره ها جشن روزو بهم زدند

وقتيكه ماه درآمد با تمام خوشكو
آسمان شب گذشت از هر غم و هر مشكو

تو بيای به محفل گرم و ووره عاشقان
مثل روزهای قديم ح   زمان باستان

قدمى رنجه كن و پای گذار بر چشم منقدمى رنجه كن و پای گذار بر چشم من
تا شوم فدای تو زيبا رخ و موی شكن

و گذار بر دامنم تا غم زدايم از دلت
شعر گويم پای كوبم نوش نوشم محفلت





Vakhti-ke setareh-ha-ye shab beham cheshmak zadand

Vakhti-ke setareh-ha jashneh rooz-o beham zadand

Vakhti-ke moh dar-amad ba tamameh khoskeli

Aseman-eh shab gozasht as har gham-o har moshkeli

Toh bia beh mahfeleh garm va souroureh asheghan 

Mesleh roozhaye ghadim hata zamaneh bastan

Ghadami ranjeh kon-o paay gozar bar cheshmeh man

Tah shavam fadayeh toh ziba rokh-o moyeh shekan

Sar gozar bar damanam tah gham zodayam az delat

She-er gouyam paay coubam noosh noosham mahfelat





When the stars of night blink at each other

When the stars end the party of the day

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the gala of hearts

Like you used to in the ancient times

Step into me and step on my eyes

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll write poems for you, dance for you and drink your wine



When the stars of night blink at each other

When the stars end the party of the day

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the gala of hearts

Like you used to in the ancient times

Step into me and step on my eyes

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll write poems for you, dance for you and drink your wine





Blink
•  “Cheshmak”
•  “Chesh” alone meaning “eye”
• Not a metaphor
• “Mak” used as a form of verb suffix
•  Usually added at the end of words, it creates a sort of action
•  Also accentuates a form of attitude, way of being
•  A performance of some kind
•  “Adds emphases in a casual, playful way”
•  Wink

Party of the day
•  “Rooz-o beham zadand”
•  “Rooz” means day
•  “Beham zadand,” hit me? everyone?
• To end something
•  “Stir something up” or “Mess something up”
•  Switch from day to night
•  “Not the status quo”
• “Night can’t happen until the sun leaves and the light is gone”
•  Not violent, telling the sun to leave
• Taking over a shift
•  Bid the day farewell

Gala of hearts
•  “Garm” meaning warm
• “Mahfelat” meaning gathering, event, “gala”
• “Joy of lovers” or “Joyous love”
• “Speaking to all those who love someone”
• Warm gathering of lovers



Like you used to in the ancient times
•  “hata” meaning also, even, too, always
•  Ancient times? religious meaning? custom?
•  “The night has always been a time for those in love to gather”
•  Tradition
•  An anicent tradition

Step into me and step on my eyes
•  “Bar” meaning onto, on, burden, load
•  “You are my guest”
•  Figure of speech “I am serving you”
•  Form of  “Tarof”
•  Tarof being a form of etiquette
• Gestures, refusals, respect, hospitality
• Priviledge to serve, help, take care
•  Honour me with your existence
• Grace me with your presence

Drink your wine
• “Noosh noosham” meaning I enjoy, delight
• Attatched to food, people, things
•  “Come together with delight”
•  “I live for you”
•  “You delight me”
• Consumed by someone
•  Hypnotized
•  To engross yourself, lose yourself
•  Bewitched
• Becoming one with someone
•  Make every whim of theirs happen



When the stars of night blink with attitude

When the stars break the status quo of the day

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the warm gathering of lovers

Night, forever been the hours for love

Let me serve you as my honourable guest 

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll write poems for you, dance for you, bewitched



When the stars of night wink at each other

When the stars bid the day farewell

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the nightly gathering of lovers

An anicent tradition

Grace me with your presence 

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll make every whim of yours happen



When the stars of night wink at each other

And bid the day farewell

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the gathering of lovers

An anicent tradition

Honour me with your presence 

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll become one with you



When the stars of night wink at each other

To bid the day farewell

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You come to the joyous lovers’ gathering

Tradition of the night

Burden me with your troubles 

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

Bewitched, I’ll write you poems and dance for you



When the stars of night sparkle and wink at each other

As they bid the day farewell

When the moon comes up with its beauty

When the night sky solves the pain and sorrow 

You will join me in the ancient customs of love

A nightly tradition of gathering

Put all your weight onto mine 

Let me lose myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head on my lap so I can heal your pain 

I’ll make every whim of yours a reality



When the stars emerge, sharing a wink as they sparkle,

the revelry of the day must come to a close

When the moon comes up with all its beauty,

and the evening sky solves all pain and sorrow

The ancient tradition will then begin

as all lovers begin to gather, protected by the night

Let me live at your service,

losing myself in your beauty and curly tresses

Rest your head upon my lap as I heal you,

drinking your wine, I will grant your every wish
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 “(...) Marginalia is deliberately penciled, be 
cause the mind of the reader wishes to unburden 
itself of a thought; — however �ippant — however 
silly — however trivial — still a thought indeed, not 
merely a thing that might have been a thought in 
time, and under more favorable circumstances. In 
the marginalia, too, we talk only to ourselves; we 
therefore talk freshly — boldly — originally — with 
abandonment — without conceit…” - Edgar Allen 
Poe. Marginalia 1844-49.

 Essay, born from the French word essayer,“ 
meaning "to a�empt”, makes writing an essay an 
act of plurality, a continuous venture to grasp 
or articulate an idea. Michel de Montaigne, the 
“inventor” of the essay, began using this format 
a�er the loss of his friend. The essay becomes a 
method of writing to oneself, similar to the act of 
keeping a diary. 1 

1 Michel de Montaigne, On Friendship. 1580 Penguin 
Books UK.
2 Edgar Allen Poe, Marginalia 1844-49 1844. Demo-
cratic Review.

 Montaigne himself had a habit of leaving 
marginalia in his own writing, adding bits of 
poems, single words, and sentence fragments, 
later republishing a newer version of his writ-
ings including those annotations. The beauty of 
marginalia is how it is not bound to the wri�en 
form. Illustrations, symbols, and other forms of 
mark making take place as e�ective communica-
tion without words. What’s added in the margins 
re�ects the state of mind of the individual as they 
read. Like when working on a work of art, the 
process of annotating revolves around rework-
ing, something generative with no solid begin-
ning or end. Through the analysis of others mar-
ginalia, there is a lot to learn around one’s own 
editing habits. 

Introduction 

 Edgar Allen Poe argues that within margi-
nalia we “talk only to ourselves” and this allows 
for an un�ltered expression of thought. This 
becomes falsi�ed in the context of library books, 
yet only in the manner that o�en people do not 
re�ect on what happens to their notes once le� 
behind. What occurs is the taking on of another 
person’s voice bringing each thought to an equal 
place of recognition, confusing one’s own ideas 
and one’s own references, with each of the un-
identi�able voices with in the library copies.

Or, paradoxically, if understood as an open 
le�er, the reader takes the place of the dead, 
becoming a spectre in place of another. An essay 
is always awaiting a response, someone to pick 
up the other end of the phone line. O�en, the 
notes which surround a pre-existing text, creates 
a unique for of "deconstructed essay". 

within
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 During  her time studying abroad in Rome, 
Francesca Woodman bought three used Quader-
no’s, (notepads) from an Italian used bookstore; 
she then �lled the book with her own writing 
and self-portrait photographs, which she printed 
onto translucent paper and superimposed over its 
worn pages. These books included tight Italian 
script studying various subjects from poetry to 
numerical measurements pertaining to architec-
ture. The imposition of her own exploration of 
how the body interacts with architectural space 
now enters the context of a broader conversation 
that bridges temporal gaps. She creates a form 
of marginalia which can leave demarcations in a 
book not bound by the wri�en language, univer-
sal to those with sight. 

 “In the midst of being as a whole an open place 
occurs. There is a clearing, a lighting. Thought of in 
reference to what is, to beings, this clearing is in a 
greater degree than are beings. This open center is 
therefore not surrounded by what is; rather the light-
ing center itself encircles all that is, like the Nothing 
which we scarcely know. That which is can only be, as 
a being, if it stands within and stands out with in what 
is lighted in this clearing. Only this clearing grants 
and guarantees to us humans a passage to those beings 
that we ourselves are not, and access to the being that 
we ourselves are.” (Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Lan-
guage, Thought, pp.53)1

 Marginalia acts as a form of para-text 
which webs around a pre-existing text, this for-
mat is sustained as my own, and those before my-
self's thoughts. Marginalia is the "Open" Heide-
gger describes, a place of un-concealment where 
one can easily access and connect to the other.

 Heidegger argues that the "Fourfold" (d� 
Geviert) of earth, sky, mortals, and divinities 
gathers our “world” on earth. This act of material 
and "immaterial" coming together to create being 
grounds all in a place of equilibrium, where all 
entities pull their weight in sustaining existence. 
A stone, a word, a sound, a gap, a sign, a bird, a 
work of art, a human are all intrinsically linked 
by being. This destabilized their object-hood 
vs. subject-hood, or as Heidegger puts it, their 
“thingy” quality, and the intimate connection be-
tween poetry, art, thought, and earthly dwelling.

1 Martin Heidegger, Albert, Hofstadter, Poetry, 
Language, Thought, 1971 Harper Perennial Mod-
ern Thought. pp.53. 

“thingly”

Francesca Woodman
 Some D�torted Interior Geometries 1981.
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 In an interview with Kate Wolf and Me-
daya Ocher for the "Los Angeles Review of 
Books", writer and artist Renee Gladman discuss-
es the moments in the gaps of a�empting to com-
municate something to someone else where one 
"forgets who they are", describing it as “Meeting 
in the places we don’t know”.  Writing about a 
failing to write, and having an inability to de-
�ne something as “�nished”, Gladman describes 
drawing as an act not being “beholden to the 
sense making we have in building paragraphs".
Existing in a state of not knowing - but simulta-
neously in a place of wanting to understand it all. 
A place where many things simply do not cohere 
- there coherence exists simply in their being and 
their relevance to a self. 

 

 
 In this case, writing an essay, whether it 
be in a traditional format or other, is an a�empt 
to piece together this “feeling of incoherence”, 
for the writer as well as readers sake. With in the 
margins of a text, this feeling of incoherence and 
being within the gaps is most clear. One relinquish-
es their confusion and their unknowing through 
both words, as well as other forms of mark mak-
ing. What happens to the gathering of thoughts 
which are not immediately used, however still ex-
ist in the background space? They break a tempo-
rality on which all knowledge which is gained is 
executed, relinquished and exploited, but rather 
linger in ones peripheral vision.

 When we read, we always need a witness. 
In this way reading has a presence, it is not an act 
which exists in a chamber of the self, but rather 
relies on relationality to be deciphered. A rela-
tonaility between writer and reader, reader and 
reader, this realationship is biult through the 
margins of a text. What results is Marginalia, a 
geography of displaced ideas.

 Why is it that the words which are “fa-
voured” by others register di�erently in the mind 
of the reader? How do Heidegger’s words and 
sentences become lost and muddled due to this 
favouritism unique to each of the many reproduc-
tions of this canonical piece of writing? By col-
lecting many copies of the same text, I noted how 
the annotations di�ered and o�en echoed each 
other. Something that quickly became apparent 
is that people o�en underline similar sentences, 
leaving certain pages with heavier markings than 
others. Is this a testament to how certain sen-
tences resonate heavily for many, or is it a form 
of complicity, a trusting in what those who came 
before deem worthy of increased study?

“Forgets

their
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(Marginalia) 
"Emphasis on rela-
tionship between 
mortals and the out-
side world

I do not need to know 
you by looking at 
you. I can look at all 
others, if there are all 
kinds of in�uence by 
you and the others, I 
can infer that. 

Existing, there is 
someone called “you” 
in the world"
And it can collect all 
in�uence or (...)  

"We used to know how to love our neighbor 
sometimes, and often the       land; we have 

two fathers, natural and human, the land and 
-
-

The Natural Contract

We speak between, our 
“mhms” and “humms” �
 the 
void for conversation to con-
tinue. Marginalia likew�e 
� born �om a need to �
 or 
bridge the gaps, whether it be 
a sma
 diagram, drawing, a 
note to remember something of 
importance, an explanation 
point or other.

Andy Goldsworthy 
Slate Arche, made over 
two days, forth a�empt.

CHAPTER TITLE 13BOOK TITLE12
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(Marginalia)
"(..) roles you play in all the others, 
I will know you perfectly and at the 
same time I know you all. 

Houses provide a space for mor-
tals to dwell, at the same time, 
the houses is the install one which 
installs, the dwelling of mortals. 

Houses allows mortals to dwell, 
mean while it installs the dwelling 
of the mortals. 

Dwelling, then building, Heideg-
ger provided a way to think about 
building in relation to dwelling. 
But even he didn’t know how 
buildings should (provide) install 
perfectly dwelling - how should 
buildings be designed?"

In accordance with the fourfold, a 
“thing” � also a gathering, or an 	sem-
blage. 
                         
 Heidegger d�c�ses                   how the 
bridge gathers, the earth, sky, mortals, 
and divinities with in it, th� act of 
indexing and co�ecting references brings 
the "thing quality" to the work.

CHAPTER TITLE 15BOOK TITLE14
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A work of art and a human sail the same ship – 
the ship of concern regarding what makes them more 
than mere "things". Both are also the origin of each 
other. Inevitably, like all things, these two will become 
disconnected, and they continue to grapple with these 
issues. 

Will these mere “things” simply returned to their 
thinghood? The human, become ashes, the work of art 
becomes... other.

       Ana Mendieta Silueta Series 

The human trace emphizes our inev-
itable return, a wholeness provided by 
the Fourfold. 

�ere lie synchronies between leaving a trace 
with in the earth, as seen by artists such as Ana 
Mendieta, or Andy Goldsworthy, and the im-
bedding of oneself through writing and thought 
surrounding others pre-existing writing. 
(Worlds containing worlds)

- Edouard Glissant Poetics 
of Relation

-

works are the irrigation veins of this uni-
-
-

����������
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Ursprung – 

(original jump) (Uhr- "clock", sounds like clock 
jump when spoken) 

“Embalming” is the act of preserving a body 
a�er death usually to make it suitable for 
viewing in the context of either a funeral or 
for anatomical reference within a laborato-
ry. 

-Writing as embalmment, an act of thought 
preservation.  

A recognition of our unity at birth – and 
our continuity at death – (as we embalm 
our thoughts in the ever-changing form of 
words) 

A wrapping up into a cocoon and awaiting a 
metamorphosis. 

-

-

-
Meta-

morphoses 

Our bodies which we hold so inti-
mately to ourselves a� belong to one 
another.

There � no such thing � the sovereign 
individual within the fourfold.

“When treating the Earth, bear in mind the 
-
-
-

The Earthy Community 
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Open - 
refers to Open as a noun rather than 
a verb, capitalized no ma�er the 
context; it names a location. The 
Open, is a place where things be-
come easily revealed, the Open is 
both spatial as far as it is internal. It 
is where the se�ing up of the work 
takes place.

A thes�, is a se�ing up in the unconcealed 
- to set something forth is bringing it to a 
stand. A le�ing down of a veil and an expendi-
ture of secrets.

-inevitably we exist in a web 
of relations, each reliant on 
another, each a container for 
separate energies creating 
the stimmung (mood) of the 
space.

Stimme "voice" - what does 
the space have to say?

Upstream 

Is to stop oneself, in the tracks of reading to note a 
diverging thought – this “intimate interrupter”? Is mar-
ginalia really just an interrupter, a being which diverts 
our “pure” interpretation of a text? Does our tendency 
to be a�racted to what another, or ourselves has under-
lined confuse the meaning of a text – or is this simply the 
Open place required for “active reading”. 

-

The Hear-
ing Trumpet.
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A squiggly line � desperate 
�om a straight underline. 
Typica�y denotes something 
� of "greater" importance 
to that reader, something 
needed to be highlighted in a 
more obvio� manner.

"where there is no lan-
guage, as in the being of 
stone plant and animal, 
there is also no openess 
of what is."

The act of reading a library book with penciled in an-
notations (pencil is used with increased respect for the 
book due to its lack of                permenance) becomes 
disorientating,                                      dizzying, as one's own 
markings become                               confuted with others, 
one is forced to                                       reorientate them-
selves.  A cannibalistic cycle of redigesting one’s own 
reading takes place when a�empting to understand ones 
past annotations. As if revising one’s own work leads to 
a loss of linearity, the line between one’s own thoughts 
and the past holder’s dissolves.

Suddenly, one feels they have already read what lies ahead.
Poesy - (is this equivocal to dichten 
(meaning both to seal as well as to 
compose?) - architecture, painting and 
sculpture - are all forms of "composing 
poetry."

How does the act of composing come 
in con�ict with the conception that 
poetry is the only form of wri�ing 
which takes the word, and only the 
word into complete "unconcealment"?

“Poetry -thus, nonetheless, totality 
gathering strength-is driven by anoth-
er poetic dimension that we aIl divine 
or babble within         ourselves. It 
could weIl be that       poetry is basi-

relationship of itself to nothing other 
than itself, of density to volatility, 
or the whole to the individual. “
- Edouard Glissant Poetics of Relation
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of all matter,

Rain will settle [illegible]

Eva Hesse Diaries
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The Emancipated Spectator

mud, mounted on a         solid horse, he 

will submerge what         must be sub-

signs of the vast enlargement thats going 
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Abgrund  (Ab)(grund) -  a paradox in its own sense, 
grund meaning ground and ab meaning a complete 
departure from it. The opposite of grounding, Ab-
grund is similar to the abyss, as it is the "unhuman-
ly" and the "dangerous depth". A lack of ground 
denotes something to be feared, its lack of place 
makes it unde�nable and therefore existencial. It � 
what grounds being speci
ca	y by detering it. 

What one notes with in the margins, o�en also 
lacks a de�nable ground or place of origin, it ex-
ists in a place of unknowing and therefore makes 
it "abyssal".  A deep, and un-ending chasm, work-
ing against any de�nition. 

-
The Art 

of the Novel

-

-

-

Stupidity 

A body of text is never �xed, like a body 
of water, or the body on an animal - it 
will continue to transform through its 
consumpition, at times swallowed only 
to be spat back out, at times digested, 
and altered through the incorporation 
of "new" elements.
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of notation that marks the     material ir-

-

The Univer-
sal Machine

-

-

Visions of Excess: Se-
lected Writings, 1927–1939

A ri�           denotes the opening              
                     of a gap, possibly due to 
an excess such � the boiling over of 
emotion, however this "con�ict" is 
what paradoxically leads to com-
mon ground, or in Moten's words, 
"an interanimation of bridge and 
chasm". 
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An analogy for a�empting to devise between a thing 
and a work of art – 

It’s in the same vein as waking up, and saying what � 
that thing on my bed? Usually u�ered with a sense of 
discomfort due to a lack of knowing. Maybe the thing 
sits in relational proximity to something we do know, 
something with a similar genealogy. Something which 
looks in some manner similar to say, a spider. The 
word “thing” usually being used for something un-
identi�able, both living and not. 

 Art is this unidenti�able “bug” something we 
have only a vague understanding of. Some form 
of reproduction, some form of “life giving”. In 
this sense, a work of art is the epitome of the 
thing. It only holds its label of "thing" until we 
can categorize it in some systematized taxonomy 
of comprehension. Ironic, that once we think we 
have collected enough knowledge of something, 
the bug goes from thing to living being, worthy 
of names and pronouns.

 The human brain is prone to pa�ern recogni-
tion (a systematization of what we don’t under-
stand for a sense of control) - 

It is also what leads to the projection of oneself 
onto another’s thoughts in the form of anno-
tations. A need for self-clari�cation, a tool for 
self-reminding and a placing of oneself within a 
greater conversation. 

-

-

 The Ontology of the Accident
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 - Dream to sleep, taste to eat, a symbol puts meaning to 
language. -  we use symbols to make sense of the words 
which run faster than us, how do we catch up in a race we 
designed to lose?
 
 - . What happens when language is no longer nature to 
man?

desire, 

does he 

love, even if 

mouth,- 

Sonnets to Or-
pheus 

-

 Water and Dreams An 
Essay on the Imagination of Matter 
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A fold – is a line of contingencies. – an 
allowance of the simple understanding 
- that all existence connects through 
various planes. 
A hole pierces through, creating one 
modality of existence: picture a pencil 
poking through a stack of napkins, each 
folding towards a center.

The fourfold cannot exist as the explana-
tion for all things in life -  however, can 
serve as the skeleton yet to be �lled with 
the organs of experience.

Is each being at the disposal of creating 
their own fourfold in maintaining dwell-
ing? What meanings do we apply to life 
that o�ers one the buoyancy required to 
maintain a�oat?

-

Leibniz and the 
Baroque.

-

Agua Viva
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(As a living document, all comments, ideas, 
beliefs, references, photographs, words, 
and collected marginalia are subject to 
change and will, therefore, never arrive at 
a place of completeness.)
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bliss of the collector

Evan Bulloch 

 Evan Bulloch is a multidisciplinary artist who works primarily in video 
installation, sound art, and painting. In his work, he uses found objects, home 
video, family archives, everyday images, and field recordings as a starting point to 
develop fragmented artifacts of a personal history. Evan’s artistic practice consists 
of breaking apart and rearranging these materials both physically and digitally 
to reflect their shifting roles over time. Through these processes, he explores the 
emergence of new meanings that result from and inform natural deterioration and 
how understandings are developed through constantly shifting relationalities and 
contexts of objects.

 bliss of the collector revolves around how understandings of the world 
and the self are produced through the development of personal collections over 
time, drawing from the sociological theory of symbolic interactionism and the 
philosophical musings of Walter Benjamin. bliss of the collector takes the form of 
two pieces: a two-channel video installation and a series of paintings, both of which 
use experiences and items relevant to the artists own life as a way of exploring the 
role of collections.

 The video installation traces a journey through personal attachments to 
items and the connections that can be drawn between them. Objects presented in 
the video work alongside text to stand in for experiences that are placed in relation 
to each-other, developing a complex web of stories that detail how a perspective is 
created. The two channels show two streams of consciousness that both stem from 
grappling with the destruction of a personal landmark. 
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 They then flow into different 
trajectories that contend with other items and 
related moments with personal significance, 
and how they influence understandings of 
self, time, meaning, and change before looping 
back to the beginning. These projected videos 
correspond to two channels of audio wherein 
soundscapes develop over time, filtered through 
the resonant frequencies of the objects in the 
video to create an increasingly rich, textural 
drone. This calls to attention the notion that 
a detailed, full experience is reliant on a web of 
interconnected understandings and meanings.

 The conceptual underpinnings of the 
piece are also reflected in the interaction with it. 
Uncertainty about how to encounter the piece 
is manufactured through the arrangement 
of components in space, with the videos 
projected on parallel walls and two channels 
of sound corresponding to the placement of 
the projections. Each viewer’s reading of the 
piece is then based on their intuitive methods 
of navigation. 

 They may be compelled to shift their 
attention between the channels of audio and 
video, focus one on at a time, try to read both, or any number of variations on these 
approaches. This allows everyone to create their own subjective texts through their 
intuitive experience and invites a reflection on how other methods of approach 
could cause for differing understandings of narratives being presented.
 
 The painting series similarly approaches how moments in time are em-
bedded into one’s lifebut may be recontextualized over time through new connec-
tions. The images depicted are drawn from family photo albums and stills from 
home movies and are painted directly onto bricks from Evan’s childhood home. 
The bricks were then broken, and their pieces were rearranged, demonstrating how 
fragments from one’s life may be stripped from their original context and made to 
serve a new purpose, and that experiences and understandings are built through a 
variety of these recontextualized pieces.
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Navigating Reality Through Myth and Belief: 
Filipino Lower Mythological Creatures’ 
Influence on Nature’s Preservation

Noemi Cabalbag 
 Despite the common belief that Spanish and American colonization led 
to the destruction of Filipino culture, intrinsic traditions such as oral literature 
endured the attempts of assimilation. Even today, pre-colonial beliefs found in 
Filipino mythology and folklore remain significant to Filipinos’ daily lives. While 
the Spanish invasion severely damaged Filipino culture, the forced imposition of 
Christian beliefs was still endured by Filipino animistic beliefs as presented by 
historical and socio-psychological factors: the spread of Christianity was extremely 
uneven, religious practices were introduced gradually over time and Shamans 
persisted despite the existence of Catholic priesthood. These primitive beliefs even 
influenced this foreign religion, giving rise to “Folk Christianity.” This refers to 
the simultaneous belief in Christian icons and saints while fearing creatures of 
Philippine lower mythology such as Aswang. These chthonic figures are associated 
with damage and distress and are ranked lower than deities and spirits, yet they 
are more renowned since Christian icons have replaced mythological gods and 
goddesses. Therefore, this work focuses on the stories of creatures in Philippine 
lower mythology as they are the utmost reflection of Filipinos enduring pre-
colonial animistic beliefs in contemporary times.

 Tabi-tabi po (“excuse me”), an expression deeply rooted in pre-colonial 
beliefs, is used when traversing unfamiliar spaces, walking at night, or moving 
through a forest, acting as a polite custom showcasing respect for non-tangible 
entities. Although these expressions may be used to address entities from higher 
and lower mythology, they are mainly associated with lower mythological creatures 
as Filipinos fear great misfortunes believed to come from these chthonic figures. 
Despite this fear, there is an emphasis on showing respect to these appalling figures 
and their homes, which are often the natural environment, such as the deep forest 
and trees. Filipinos’ relationship with the existing natural environments mentioned 
in these mythological stories is intriguing as these spaces are more respected. For 
instance, the Balete tree, commonly believed to be a dwelling for chthonic creatures, 
remains one of the least cut-down native trees in the Philippines. Filipinos believe 
that cutting it down will disturb non-tangible entities and may bring misfortune, 
thus preserving this tree. The stories about these horrific creatures in relation to 
the existing world shape Filipinos’ behaviour in a way that benefits the natural 
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 By exploring Filipinos’ relationship with the natural environments 
mentioned in the story of lower mythological creatures through painting and 
installation art, this work delves into how Filipinos perceive the coexistence of 
multiple realities—the tangible and the realm of mythological creatures, which 
is similar to indigenous views, acknowledging how conventional senses in only 
one of many ways of understanding the world. Filipinos’ belief in these intangible 
chthonic figures transcends conventional senses, prompting reflection on what 
constitutes reality. These paintings serve as windows into contemplation about 
how these folklores interact with reality, nature, and the habitats of these creatures, 
ultimately influencing how Filipino’s experience and treat their surroundings. For 
instance, its ability to keep Filipinos at bay from a certain natural environment that 
allows, in the case of the Balete tree, to be preserved. Despite the fear these tales 
evoke, visits to such lush environments often evoke a primal sense of awe, blurring 
the boundaries between the mystical and the real, fostering a deeper discourse on 
interconnectedness and one’s place in the world and beyond.
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 The era of digital media has ushered in a whole new phase, allowing 
artists to integrate advanced technology and present more vibrant visual 
spectacles. As advancements in science and technology persist, I am intrigued by 
the transformations individuals undergo within the digital and physical realms. 
Presently, technologies such as Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality 
(VR) are progressively erasing the boundaries between the digital and reality. 
This prompts consideration of whether it is feasible to enhance an individual’s 
perceptual experience through overlaying digital elements onto real-life scenes or 
immersing them in entirely fictional environments. 

 Technology has always been a new and captivating field, with the emer-
gence of new advancements often capturing the attention of curious individuals to 
like the latest and forget the old. As someone who came of age in the 21st century, 
surrounded by electronics and information, I am no exception to this trend. My 
focus lies in researching the latest developments in digital technology, particularly 
augmented reality, virtual reality, and other digital media tools. These innovations 
continue to revolutionize art creation by offering unprecedented possibilities and 
enabling artworks to engage more dynamically with audiences, thereby playing a 
pivotal role in pushing the boundaries of traditional art forms. 

Colliding Canvases

Paris Chen
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 We may have become overly accustomed to the real world. However, 
new media can potentially facilitate the creation of an alternative space within 
our daily lives. It may involve utilizing VR to transform a tangible object into a 
virtual representation, such as a mushroom, flying dragon, or blooming flower. 
Alternatively, it could entail reimagining one’s ordinary bedroom as a miniature 
space station where one can freely roam, stargaze, and even engage in scientific 
experimentation.

 The new medium transforms the ordinary and mundane into extraordinary 
manifestations by infusing imagination and creativity. For instance, within the 
virtual realm, a diary can be reimagined as a magic book, while the average street 
can metamorphose into some natural world that we cannot step into for the time 
being. Thus, this future of digital serves not only as a technical instrument but also 
as a gateway to unlocking imaginative and creative expression. It introduces novel 
experiences and perspectives to individuals, injecting interest and enjoyment into 
their daily lives. 

 The artwork Colliding Canvases integrates virtual reality with immersive 
environments, enabling viewers to engage in a novel audiovisual experience and 
explore boundless possibilities within a digital realm. Through the use of virtual 
reality equipment and technology, people are now experiencing previously 
inconceivable scenes and scenarios within the digital domain. By incorporating 
interactive elements, viewers can actively participate in the artwork, freely navigate 
and engage with the content, transition from passive observation to active 
engagement, and break down the traditional barriers between art and the audience.
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The Unseen Red

Ashley Gu

 In the installation, The Unseen Red, I delve into the harrowing cycle of 
sexual violence, juxtaposing its recurrence with the resilience symbolized through 
the use of Nüshu, a unique script developed by women for women in the shadows 
of a patriarchal society. I aim to spotlight the relentless recurrence of sexual 
violence through art, deeply rooted in the use of repetitive patterns, which serves 
as a poignant reminder of the persistent thread of violence that weaves through 
our collective past and present. The installation’s design is centred around the 
hidden video behind a curtain, serving as metaphor for the elusive and often 
overlooked nature of sexual violence, highlighting the challenges in recognizing 
and confronting these acts.

 Central to this narrative is the colour red, a motif that recurs throughout 
the installation, chosen for its deep associations with warning and danger. It 
serves as an unspoken cry, a visceral reminder of the violence and pain endured by 
victims. This colour, pervasive and striking, sets the backdrop for the exploration 
of Nüshu, representing not just a form of communication, but a testament to the 
strength and solidarity among women. This ancient script becomes a powerful 
emblem of resistance, a reclaimed voice against the silencing forces of oppression.
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 The installation employs repetitive patterns of women’s scripts 
to highlight the relentless nature of sexual violence, each stroke acting as a 
confrontation, a visual scream against the violence often rendered invisible. The 
words, “凝视” (to watch or to stare) etched in Nüshu’s sharp, blade-like script, 
serve as an invitation not just to observe but to engage deeply, to bear witness to 
the stories that must not be forgotten. These repeated scripts, set against the sea 
of red, create a haunting visual narrative, reflecting the ubiquity of sexual violence 
and the continuous trauma inflicted upon its victims.

 By placing the video 
projection behind a curtain, I draw 
attention to the hidden aspect of 
sexual violence, paralleling its elusive 
nature with societal tendencies to 
overlook and ignore such atrocities. 
This deliberate concealment challenges 
viewers to look beyond the surface, 
to uncover the disturbing truths that 
lie hidden in plain sight. It’s a call to 
acknowledge the complexity of sexual 
violence, to recognize its signs, and to 
confront its presence among us.

 Ultimately, The Unseen 
Red seeks to bridge the gap between 
the static and the dynamic, the 
visible and the invisible, engaging 
viewers from an unfamiliar 
perspective and prompting a 
reflection on our collective role in 
perpetuating silence and inaction. 
Through revisiting this topic, I aim 
to convey a powerful message: no 
voice should be disregarded, no 
story is unworthy of being told.
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A Failure to Understand

Rania Haider

 A Failure to Understand is a series of paintings centered around language 
and text, particularly the Urdu script. These paintings utilize script, unreadable, 
indecipherable text as a medium to explore the loss and erasure of language and 
multi-cultural histories. Engaging with a text based practice, this series explores the 
erasure and loss of language in reading and writing. This series of paintings high-
lights an inability to communicate using Urdu script that is broken apart, scattered 
into pieces, and unable to perform its central function of communication and un-
derstanding. The indecipherable aspect of the text is a key element of the series, 
emphasizing larger issues in a post colonial context where language, specifically the 
English language is valued over any other, particularly amongst Urdu speakers.

 The paintings are a physical representation of form that represents this 
miscommunication. The text, the words, the letters, they become the image. A vi-
sual form that is meant to be seen and interpreted, not read or even understood. 
Using language and text in relation to image production, this body of work is ref-
erencing a history of loss and the subtle erasure of a language. As words become 
muddled, gaps grow larger and understandings become misunderstandings. The 
compositions are densely packed with these visual forms, the landscape filled with 
letters in calligraphic script that are a signifier of the Urdu language. The calligraph-
ic forms are letters from the language, however they do not function as linguistic 
forms, but more appropriately these letters become a visual symbol of the language, 
far removed from their original meaning. These forms are then open to different 
means of interpretation and understanding, or even misunderstanding. The words 
break away into separate individual letters, using the form of the letter and turning 
it into an indexical sign of language, tradition, and cultural heritage. 

 The text, much like language, can be misunderstood, misread, unable to 
communicate. The paintings are a physical representation of form that represents 
this miscommunication. The text, the words, the letters, become the image. A visu-
al form that is meant to be seen and interpreted, not read or even understood. The 
subtle ambiguity in the inability to identify distinct words and phrases within the 
canvas creates an image to be interpreted rather than a text that is read. The text is 
merely referential, no longer existing distinctly as the language, but taking on a new 
visual form.
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 These paintings offer a reduction of the Urdu language into its simplest 
form, the letters. The calligraphic strokes are simple and elongated in nature, cre-
ating large visual forms of the Urdu letter. The letters stand alone, disconnected, 
mimicking the loss of language that is so intrinsic. The letters are blurred, separat-
ed, scattered across the canvas to illustrate this misunderstanding. 

 Though this series is a very non-traditional exploration of the practice 
of Arabic calligraphy, elements of the script are informed by very traditional cal-
ligraphic practices. Traditionally calligraphy is read left to right, these compositions 
create different readings of the image. The letters and words are scattered across 
the composition, indecipherable to a point where an attempt to form any sort of 
textual meaning results in a failure to understand. Even though the texts resemble 
particular kinds of calligraphic Urdu and Arabic scripts, there lies an inability to 
read and understand the forms. These compositions are indicative of the loss of lan-
guage, culture, and identity, from an individual that once knew a language, which 
is now slowly fading away. 
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Reflecting on Alex

Joy Li

 Multidisciplinary artist Joy Li works with memories and imagination to 
create pencil drawings that tell and record the story of her deceased childhood 
cat, Alex. The first experience of loss is typically shocking and unforeseen. It is 
understood that an animal will only accompany the owner for a fraction of their 
life, still, this fact does not alter the bitter finale. As if the soft cat were sleeping, 
his final and peaceful resting place was on the beige tiles of the house’s basement. 
Slowly, disbelief flooded the brain while the reality was harshly admonished. Still, 
there was no response. Piercing, yellow eyes remained shut while he was placed in a 
wilted shoebox. The artist silently started digging behind the wooden shed. Finally, 
Alex met the soil and slowly entangled within it. 

 

creating complicated but delicate webs of relations. But does a cat produce the same 
connections? Perhaps only the artist will continue to remember him and maintain 
his image. However, the care and time imbued within the graphite scenes show that 
this loss and perspective are significant, even if it is just a childhood pet. The series 
of drawings acts as a memorial to the departed cat, questioning pre-established hi-
erarchies and personal ones regarding memory and life. 

 The work follows the history of the gray, curious cat starting from his 
embryonic formation to the abstracted afterlife. Though the drawings strive to 
complete an untold narrative of the pet’s life, it is still fractured and sequential. 
The lost truth can never be recovered, but the illustrated, speculative tale can 
comfort and soften the loss. Memories are blurry and uncertain, but there are just 

 While the sorrowful 
ending is included within the 
mellow, textured drawings, Li 
decides to explore other parts  
of the pet’s life, even if they  
are completely hypothetical. 
Reflecting and reimagining 
the lost cat allows healing to 
blossom and produce a new 
outlook on his life. Humans 
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certain moments that stand vigilant against time. The first few drawings explore 
the cat’s life before the fateful meeting. Based on a few known details about his 
past, Li meticulously draws specific parts based on their certainty. The overgrown 
trees, vines, and ferns in the forest are carefully shaded because it was known that 
Alex was previously feral. Other imaginative elements are left blank with only a 
thin outline, suggesting what could have happened. These negative spaces contrast 
against the established narrative, acting as questions and variability. Did he stay 
with his mother? Did he travel within a group? While there is no true answer, the 
outline points towards the artist’s imagination filling in the emptiness. 

 There is a shift within the depiction of Alex when he meets Li at the local 
shelter. His eyes become sharp and detailed; this meeting of gazes is emphasized 
throughout the rest of the series. There is a lack of differentiation between memory 
and imagination within the work in order to establish a homogenous interpretation 
of his history. All sequences are drawn with care and thoughtfulness, even if they 
appear unfinished and sketch-like. The sketch is not always seen as a final work, but 
rather something that is changing and additive, just like the database of memories.
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Flow & Cover

Alex Lyu
 Flow & Cover is an installation art piece made by Alex Lyu, exploring the 
impact of authority on individuals through sculpture and installation. Through 
this artwork, Lyu aims to peel back the layers of superficiality and inefficiency that 
are deeply embedded in the formalistic and authoritarian structures prevalent 
in modern Chinese meetings. Flow & Cover visualizes the intricate dynamics of 
meetings within Chinese workplace culture, employing a transformative approach 
that reconceptualizes the traditional meeting table into a sloping structure. This 
conceptual alteration provides a metaphorical critique of the perfect appearance of 
formalism carefully maintained through seating arrangements in such meetings and 
the deep-rooted hierarchy of identities beneath the surface. By focusing on the form 
of meetings, Lyu examines and contemplates a widespread phenomenon within 
contemporary Chinese workplace settings: crafting hierarchical relationships 
between superiors and subordinates by formalism and authoritarianism.

 Meetings, ideally vehicles for facilitating communication, garnering 
diverse perspectives, and enhancing organizational efficiency, often morph into 
platforms where leadership’s authority is not only highlighted but also exerted with 
undeniable force. This is particularly accentuated in China’s meeting culture, where 
extreme collectivism and unwavering obedience to authority figures transform 
these spaces into echo chambers of formalism and hierarchical dominance. Even if 
people are treated as independent and equal individuals in society, at the conference 
table, they are reordered under the impetus of subterfuge and authority. This

sorting manifests both in the physical space and 
psychological space. It profoundly affects the individual’s 

self-perception and behavioural patterns, thus 
forging temporary and artificial power structures 

under formalism.

 Under the influence of authority, 
the will of superiors dominates 

everyone in a team, just like the 
covering red pulp flowing from 

top to bottom on the slope’s 
surface.
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 Within the area it covers, the document fragments are organized into 
a whole, and as it flows, its weight drives a large number of repetitive meeting 
documents downward and results in the files piling up. These unquestionable top-
down words and the collective coordination of individual consciousness reflect the 
superior-subordinate relationship in the Chinese workplace. With the overarching 
power of upper echelons, an abundance of redundant documents is shunted and 
accumulated at the grassroots level, resulting in meaningless yet burdensome 
workloads. By collecting and shredding actual conference documents, Lyu aims to 
emphasize formalism’s cumbersome and inefficient nature. 

 On either side of the slope, Lyu deconstructed the classic-style meeting 
chairs widely used within the Chinese political system, using mahogany and leather 
to form the support structure of a “meeting table,” thus exploring the physical and 
symbolic expressions of authority and formalism. However, there’s a significant 
difference: Lyu made a seamless and comfortable structure with professional 
precision on the one side. In contrast, on the other side, the “mahogany” made of 
wallpaper and the heavily handmade cushions showed a false and fragile appearance. 
The contrast between the idealized facade on one side and the evident handcrafted 
traces on the other, along with the juxtaposition of the idealized meeting culture 
and the actual imbalance of power structures, reveals the fragility and superficiality 
of this monolithic power structure confined to the conference room and the 
hypocrisy of authoritarian structure reliant on suppressing individual voices and 
homogenizing thought.
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how can I ask you to think with 
me?

Satyam Mistry
 how can I ask you to think with 
me? presents itself both in the form of 
publication and spatial apparatus that 
stems from the ambition to produce 
relation building devices which become 
defined within the project as “sites of 
collectivity”. In aims to document and 
physicalize objects that encourage one to 
work, live, and simply be with another, 
the presented research attempts to 
build networks and objects that enable 
transformations of space to place. Both 
the dissemination of ideas and objects 
within this work are designed to contain 
and incite relations between individuals 
that activate and develop the collective 
being and further encourage a dialogue 
and exchange of knowledge.

 The site writing within the publication is defined through the 
filtering categories of border, bridge and island. These terms present 
themselves both as a framework of thinking and a material form, enabling the 
circumstances of collectivity. Borders are the instruments of inclusion and 
exclusion, defining boundaries of those within and outside the designated 
site. Through this project I present the border as a contested term holding 
potential to become a celebrated condition of a site–they dictate the act of 
othering and inclusion but can simultaneously formulate a common-place, 
commonalities, dialect and code. Borders define where we stop and where 
we begin and borders may be built on top of, around, or destroyed to create 
bridges. Bridge holds a role within this research as a verb and a synonym 
to mending, healing, patching and uniting as it becomes a tool to desire 
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 the joining of forces that 
stand separate from another–a 
device to bandage two existing 
material planes to form one 
existing place. Bridges can 
form simply through an 
acknowledgement of disparate 
elements or invitation of 
people into the borders. Using

methods of island-ness as a framework of thought becomes a lens for 
thinking who is on/from and off/away from the island. Prompting the 
reader to question how collectivity sites are formed. Beyond the aquatic 
bordered condition, they often render its occupants as interdependent, a 
condition activated through its remoteness.

 This research is ongoing and lives as a culmination of a period of 
time but not the conclusion in a method of thinking. The presented objects 
are potential guides for understanding ways publics establish space for 
themselves and others. Drawn to placing the amateur into roles typically 
forged and established by professionalism, I hope to question the formalities 
of how the orientated spaces around us come to be. How can we shape 
an environment that discovers itself to be a place only when the placeless 
shape it themselves? The prompts within these pages may fall into a place 
of extreme function and at another end within a spectrum–an object of 
complete abstraction. However, opposing you may find them; they are not 
allergic to each other but rather meant to form a palette to choose from and 
hopefully award a reader with a spark to write one’s own recipe. It is through 
this range of palatability I hope to award many readers and invite alternative 
forms of authorship.
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the constructed fabric, the 
consciously-induced collapse into 
classicality, the chaos of cosmic 
censorship

Salma Ragheb
 For her thesis, Salma is generating a contemporary visual response to the 
disconnect between principles of modern physics. In addressing this disconnect, 
there is an inevitable discursion to the role of the observer-participant in 
materializing the universe and contributing to its discontinuities. 

 In Einstein trapped in the (space-time) 
fabric, Einstein’s portrait is warped in nine 
variations using grid coordinates. The overlaid film 
is relatively continuous, with gestural string marks 
misaligned with the more discrete paintings 
underneath. Quantum mechanics describes the 
interactions of subatomic objects; whereas general 
relativity describes gravity as a space-time fabric 
that distorts under the motion of massive objects. 
The two systems are not compatible.

 Physicists have been trying to achieve a unified theory that exhibits a 
coherent articulation from the physics of the tiny to that of the massive. These 
arguments often involve entertaining hypotheticals: working with a quantum 
particle construct of gravity called a graviton or describing a unified theory like 
string theory whose functional applications require at least ten dimensions. Because 
of these constructs, attempts to reconcile quantum theory with general relativity 
taper toward philosophical endeavours, with scarce experimental support or visual 
engagement. Salma’s research and studio practice respond to this gap with a visual 
discourse that concedes the absurdity of unification pursuits: the constructive 
imagination they often entail, the fundamental reduction of the world to a single 
grand theory, the pretense at a discourse whose primacy is stable, and the selective 
invention of mathematically convenient figments whose very fabrication becomes 
the fault of the theory.

Einstein trapped in the (space-time) fabric

 In Einstein trapped in the (space-time) 
fabric, Einstein’s portrait is warped in nine 
variations using grid coordinates. The overlaid 
film is relatively continuous, with gestural string 
marks misaligned with the more discrete paintings 
underneath. Quantum mechanics describes the 
interactions of subatomic objects; whereas general 
relativity describes gravity as a space-time fabric 
that distorts under the motion of massive objects. 
The two systems are not compatible.
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 Besides responding to the disconnect between classical general relativity 
and quantum mechanics, and the endeavors at their unification, Salma questions 
the role of the conscious observer in reifying the universe as a participatory, self-
iterative circuit. Relevant here is the principle of the collapse of the wave function, 
which refers to the moment at which a quantum system transforms from a 
superposition of multiple states into one single, definite state. At the basis of this 
collapse is the idea that our consciousness elicits this positional stability — that is, 
that our observation of the quantum system fixes it in one state, before which the 
quantum object undecidedly coexists in different states as a wave.

 Along with painting, Salma uses collage to fray the edge between the 
staging of a controlled, ordered result and the recursive inevitability of physical 
chaos. Collage, then, acts as an agitation of a clean entropic eventuality. Salma 
thinks of the process as perusing through found material and imagining different 
solutions for their merging. This is an act of indulging hypotheticals, testing 
imaginative pursuits with existing material, and finding reparative uses for visually 
discordant sources.

orbitals, we don’t know where the 
electron is

two slits, an electron shower, a perturbed 
puddle

two slits

don’t look at the cat or the wave or the naked singularity

 A salient thread in Salma’s work 
is the flirtation between appearance 
and concealment and the tuning of 
visual immediacy and clarity through 
modalities of transparency, perforations, 
(alternative blocking, and folding. Some 
of these interventions and items function 
to index specific concepts like quantum 
superposition, the collapse of the wave 
function, and cosmic censorship. Others 
visually connote representational formal 
qualities of the gridded space-time fabric 
and perforated models of a self-creating
universe. These gestures of modulating visibility can also accommodate a more 
general reading about the inaccessibilities and discontinuities in theoretical 
physics.
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 Irene Song’s artistic journey delves into the 
depths of emotional expression and the cathartic 
process of healing through interactive encounters 
with art. With a vision that sees art as a vessel 
for emotional revelation, Song’s creations are 
meticulously crafted to evoke a range of responses, 
fostering heightened awareness of the mental health 
challenges present in our immediate environment. 
At the heart of Song’s exploration lies the quest 
to understand how artistic engagement can serve 
as a therapeutic tool, particularly for individuals 
grappling with various mental health conditions. 

 Informed by recent breakthroughs in clinical psychology and innovative 
approaches in art therapy, Song embarked on a compelling investigation, drawing 
inspiration from both psychological insights and the rich tapestry of art history. 
This exploration was spurred by a seminal study conducted by Dr. Askelund in 
2019, which illuminated the profound link between recalling positive memories 
and mitigating susceptibility to depression and other mental ailments1. Building 
upon this foundation, Song embarked on a journey to unravel the complexities 
of anxiety and the pursuit of happiness, engaging with individuals within their 
immediate social sphere. 

 Antidote, Song’s project, sheds light 
on the escalating prevalence of anxiety 
within contemporary society, with a 
particular focus on the unique stressors 
faced by immigrants in multicultural 
urban landscapes like Toronto. Informed 
by research from Dr. Kim, an esteemed art 
therapist from Cha University in South 
Korea, Song embarked on a transformative 
journey of exploration and empathy, 
seeking to amplify the voices of those 
marginalized by chronic stress and cultural 
dislocation2.

Antitdote

Irene Song
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Through a meticulously curated series 
of interviews and artistic interventions, 
Song provided a platform for 32 South 
Korean immigrants residing in Toronto to 
articulate their lived experiences of anxiety 
and alienation. Empowered by the symbolic 
medium of Hanji paper, each participant 
was invited to imbue their creations with 
personal narratives, utilizing watercolors, 
color pencils, and oil pastels to articulate 
their emotional landscapes. The resulting 
artworks serve as poignant testaments to 
the silent struggles endured by individuals 
grappling with anxiety, offering viewers a 
visceral glimpse into the complexities of the human psyche. 

By juxtaposing the vibrant hues and intricate patterns of the participants’ 
artistic expressions with their poignant reflections on the nature of anxiety, Song 
catalyzes a profound dialogue surrounding mental health and societal perceptions. 
Through the immersive experience of Antidote, viewers are beckoned to confront 
preconceived notions of anxiety, thereby fostering a deeper understanding and 
empathy for those navigating its tumultuous terrain. With each brushstroke, Song 
invites participants on an introspective voyage of self-discovery, weaving together 
the threads of empathy and enlightenment to foster healing and reconciliation. 
In pushing the boundaries of artistic exploration, Song not only challenges 
conventional notions of art but also underscores its potent capacity to effectuate 
meaningful change within individuals and communities alike.
 
The sentiments expressed in Erich Fromm’s The Art of Loving, asserting that 
“the experience of separateness arouses anxiety,”3 deeply resonate with Song’s 
findings. Through interviews with immigrants, Song uncovered the profound 
impact of separation from family, language, and country, which engendered 
feelings of helplessness and anxiety. Fromm posits that love serves as a salve for 
this separateness4, a sentiment echoed in Song’s interactions with participants 
who found solace and resolution in love and care. In her artwork “Nevertheless,” 
participants are invited to recall memories of happiness and love as part of the healing 
process, mirroring contemporary therapeutic techniques aimed at alleviating stress 
and anxiety. Through this interactive artwork, participants gain insight into the 
varied manifestations of anxiety and experience firsthand the healing power of art 
therapy.

1 Adrian Dahl Askelund et al., “Positive Memory Specificity Is Associated with Reduced Vulnerability to Depression,” Nature 
Human Behaviour 3, no. 3 (January 14, 2019): 265–73.

2 Soo-Yeon Kim, Jenny Seongryung Lee, and Han Choi, “The Effects of Art Therapy on Anxiety and Distress for Korean–
Ukrainian Refugee: Quasi-Experimental Design Study,” Healthcare 11, no. 4 (February 6, 2023): 466.

3 Erich Fromm, The Art of Loving (New York: HarperCollins, 1956): 8.
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La littérature au second degré

Auden Tura

 La littérature au second degré takes as its starting point the poetry of 
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha from her seminal work Dictée, a text which is highly 
referential yet devoid of traditional academic understandings of citation. By 
recontextualizing quotes gleaned from theoretical, literary, and theatrical texts, La 
littérature questions whether reading and research can be considered alternative 
forms of writing.

 Following Gérard Genette’s theory of literary palimpsests, La littérature 
acts as a hypertext to Dictée-as-hypotext. The work, as the secondary text “B,” is 
“unable to exist, as such, without A from which it originates through a process…
[called] transformation [sic], [which] it consequently evokes more or less

 

“[The spectator] observes, selects, compares, 
interprets. She links what she sees to a host of other 
things that she has seen on other stages, in other 
kinds of place. She composes her own poem with 
the elements of the poem before her.”

—Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated 
Spectator

perceptibly without necessarily 
speaking of it or citing it” 
(Palimpsests 5). Although the  
quotations present on the catalog 
cards circulate Dictée peripherally 
and referentially without “speaking 
of,” they are intrinsically tied to 
the novel’s content and cannot 
exist in the same order, context, or 
combination otherwise. 
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 La littérature is also a testament to the highly personal and fragmentary 
nature of research, memory, and writing. Sources for the quotations are not 
explicitly “cited” in the traditional sense, but rather alluded to through the book 
sculpture that “holds” the table on which the work sits. Gathered from libraries 
both personal and public, the books quite literally support the physical framework 
that enables the hypertext to be read. La littérature invites the viewer to actively 
participate in the citational process, drawing their own references between the 
hypertextual poem, book sculpture, and their own specific position as a reader. 

 As its material, La littérature takes pre-existing library catalog cards 
ranging such topics as theology, literature, ecology, architecture, and art, and 
overlays a given quote in a palimpsestuous accumulation of “old” and “new” text. 
Some cards are closely or tangentially tied to the content of the overlaid tracing 
paper, while some bear no immediately observable relationship. Quotes are derived 
from a vast range of sources that resemble Cha’s poems in content (The Waves, 
Swann’s Way) and form (A Throw of the Dice, Agua Víva, The Waste Land), or 
self-reflexively highlight the processes of reading and citation (Pale Fire, A Lover’s 
Discourse). The quotes, in order, each share a word respectively with a poem in 
Dictée that then allows the new poem to be “read” through both the source text 
and its annotations. With a primary focus on literary and theoretical texts that 
either expand or deconstruct dominant notions of language, La littérature adopts 
Dictée’s referential framework and applies it through a specific, readerly lens, thus 
composing its own hypertextual, amalgamated poetry. 
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Tie the Knot

Janie Wang

 Tie the Knot is a textile sculpture intended to embody the adolescent 
angst of growing up, particularly drawing from bridal imagery to mark the end of 
one’s “coming of age.” The haste for financial security in our neoliberal livelihoods 
culminates at the apex of taxation reprieve in the form of marriage, and thus begins 
our journey as young “professionals” entering the world of T4 slips and “do we 
count as common-law spouses if you’ve been my roommate since August?” This piece 
contends with the overwhelming power that this system possesses and demands of 
its unwitting participants as we consider our most creative solutions to the endless 
problem of being moneyless: “let’s tie the knot.”

 This sculpture uses repurposed materials mended together to create a 
figure hunched over in its seat, crumpled and falling apart at its seams under the 
burden that weighs it down. The shrunken person has bones of aluminium foil and 
joints of polymer clay. Its skin is a liquid latex and acrylic paint mixture that coats 
its body but remains largely unseen under its garment. Draping over its diminutive 
form is primarily a cotton bedsheet stained in red tea and wine, pinched together 
with the straps, underwires, and clasps of disassembled bras and corsets.
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 This costume is a collage of 
different fabrics, including a sheer chiffon 
and a beige chiffon fabric cut from clothing 
in the artist’s closet. Each fabric is treated as 
an independent textile and styled delicately 
to inevitably be bound to the greater 
suffocating garb. The dainty lace of a bra 
lines the veil attached to the bride’s head 
with a bra’s underwire, embedded in its head 
for the surety. Used bandaids layer each other, peeling off of its body as though 
barely clinging onto the injuries of the form. Weaving between these materials is 
the handiwork of the artist. The repetitive, manual labour of sewing marked in 
the deep red thread that pulls at the clothing of the figure is disorganised; the 
needlework creates folds and tension in the different materials to emphasise the 
uncomfortable and the body.

 This work is propelled by the forces of grief and loneliness. Its aesthetics are 
informed by the abject as well as the contemporary fashion trends of online spaces 
such as Tiktok and Instagram. The constriction of the fabric around the figure 
alludes to fashion movements of fetishwear and seeks a balance between the delicate 
bride’s wear and the voluntary powerlessness of BDSM wear, operating the tension 
of the two with a needle and string. The contrast between the gossamer chiffons 
and cruel stitching signify the violence that underpins the economic system that 
forces people into painful situations where sacrifice is always required to fill the 
stomachs of our greedy master.

 Tie the Knot ultimately focuses on the pain carried and shared by all 
participants in the free market world, telling the story of a generation lost to an 
exponentially unforgiving economy. Made to confront our increasingly grim future 
that forces upon us agonising decisions or offers an unbearably bleak guarantee of 
mindless living, the bride only acts as a part of a greater ecosystem of us detritivores 
looking for a way to sustain ourselves.
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STRATA

Maxen Wang
 In his book Hyperobjects (2013), Timothy Norton defines Hyperobjects 
as things that are “massively distributed in space and time in relation to humans”. 
Drawing from the concept of the Hyperobject as defined by Morton, my work 
explores the extremes of the Era of the Hyperobject, telling a story through visual 
and textual worldbuilding. It speculates on what would occur after the end of 
the world as we know it, in a landscape created by machines, for machines and 
humans, or at least human figures, to inhabit. The Anthropocene era, as a result 
of over-scaled human activities, manifests a transformation of the human narrative 
generated by a protean human species: a species that is now both producing and 
inhabited by mass algorithm. Mass algorithm, mass extinction, globality, global 
warming, terraforming, geoengineering, mass extraction, human history are 
hyperobjects exponentially extending, engulfing the whole human construct, 
turning each element into components of a machine, a simulacrum of an object, 
interchangeable, replaceable parts, simulacra of living and non-living things. 
What world would emerge if an AI digested and regurgitated all markers of living 
presence, creating a new human narrative, a new past, new present, and new future? 
These AI-powered machines would turn our present into our past and their future, 
altering the human collective memory in the process, annihilating what has not 
yet been written or built, replacing it by a simulacrum, bursting through earth’s 
sediments.
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 This work is part of a body of work in which I will conceptualize non-
human temporalities and visualize the emergence of a human history that expands 
beyond humanity. I invite to contemplate a Historia Simulacrum or Simulacrum 
Narrationis, observing a shift in perspective and scales, proposing another way 
of seeing the world as an agglomeration of human visions and bodies altered by 
machine brain, an intelligence forged by human minds but that will outlive and 
surpass them. This new world initiates new possibilities to abandon imagine a 
memory of the present written in the future over the remnants of a planet on a 
massive scale. History becomes a cinematic narrative, a gaze floating through time. 
The projection of hyperobjects’ impacts questions today’s perception of historical 
narratives. The human beings who would adhere to the AI-deformed collective 
memory might not be that different from today’s human beings who have accepted 
a certain vision of history, told through a historical narrative, that was constructed 
at the expense of marginalized groups, and repeated through built environment, 
statuary, plaques, and spaces of commemoration disseminated through urban 
space. To what extend is the narrative that we are presented with a faithful account 
or a misrepresentation of events, places, and people’s deeds? To what extend is it 
nothing but a construct agglomerating parts of truth and lies?
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Post-gif

Nara Wrigglesworth

 Post-gif is a work which examines the contemporary digital moment, 
considering how aesthetic centred identity is used as a strategy to make sense of 
the abundance provided by the internet. The work comes from a post-“post” 
perspective, situated in an artistic moment that is following post-net art and post-
subculture. The work considers how digital experiences mediate an exploration of 
archival material in the simultaneous broadcast, creation and recording of persona.

 Digital collaging techniques and animated GIFs are used to reflect on 
the complex role of internet as a site to facilitate formation, presentation and 
preservation of identity. The GIF’s tendency towards the poor  and moving image 
is embraced as a method to represent a more nuanced variation on the imaging 
approaches already familiar to the internet space, specifically the mood board. In 
a culture dominated by mimetic aesthetics  the mood board becomes a primary 
visual architecture through which identity and its referents are communicated. A 
variation on collaging, mood boards organize archived information in ways which 
are updated to contemporary contexts. Often imagery, motifs and icons are carried 
forward while their root contexts and ideologies are left blurry in the wake of 
appropriation. Post-gif is interested in reflecting this ahistorical murkiness.

 The work presses further on the issue of what is to be made of the ever 
amassing quantities of digital information, framing the internet not just as what 
information is circulated and seen everyday but also looping in the incredible 
amounts of runoff that must amass if “the internet is forever.”  This larger scale 
perspective of the internet creates considerations a links to other forms of digital 
materiality, presenting the GIFs across an array of objects which suggest redundant 
technology, e-waste, and all forms of digital detritus. In it’s physical form Post-gif 
poses the question even if the internet is forever how long is it before the means 
of accessing that history become inaccessible? And how long will that history be 
relevant?

1

2

3
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1  Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” 
e-flux Journal, Issue 10 (November 2009). The 
poor image is described by Steyerl as something 
which is a byproduct of mass sharing of visual 
data, and as something which is more about the 
data’s transformation through transference rather 
than about what it originally represents.

2  Alican Koc, “‘Is the Scene Still Alive?’ Memetic 
Aesthetics, Post-Hipster Affect and the Crisis of 
Subcultural Authenticity,” Cultural Critique, 
forthcoming. Koc suggests the term “mimetic 
aesthetics” to describe the aesthetic based micro-
scenes which emerge to replace subcultures post 
2010s.

3  Matilda Lin Berke, “The Internet is Forever,” 
Spike Magazine, September 8, 2023. Berke 
analyzes the way fear-mongering about the afterlife 
of digital images has lead to a “Mistake culture.” A 
culture which privileges the image over the real, 
the fixed moment over the complex ever fluid 
narrative of history.
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faded intimacy, warmth 
disappeared

Lilian Zeng

 Lilian Zeng is a multidisciplinary artist dedicated to the handmade; with 
a focus on materiality speaking for the concept itself, she steers clear of all digital 
realms. Zeng has crafted a body of large-scale installation works with a diverse 
medium including painting, resin and found objects installations, textiles, artist’s 
multiples, and creative writing. Themes of trauma and childhood nostalgia weave 
through her practice to create art that resonates on a deeply emotional level. Her 
thesis research explores the olfactory sense within imagined semi-private, stitched
textile sceneries. Influenced by the realm of olfactory memory studies and how 
aromas shape narrative settings, Zeng’s work invites viewers into a sensory 
experience that goes beyond the visual, tapping into the evocative power of scent to 
tell intricate stories.

 Zeng’s thesis research is inspired by the realm of olfactory memory 
studies and influenced by writers such as Oliver Wendell Holmes, Lewis Thomas, 
and Marcel Proust. Her work seeks to unravel the intricate relationship between 
smell and the perception of art. The essence of Zeng’s olfactory exploration lies 
in the carefully curated scents that blend together to create a homey atmosphere 
that transport viewers into a realm of intimate reminiscence. In her semi-private 
environment installation, or “built scenes,” she employs a portrait-like scenery 
constructed from old family apparels. This stitched tapestry serves not only as 
a physical representation of unity and togetherness but also as a canvas for the 
olfactory narrative to unfold. It gives the intangible (scented) memories a tangible 
environment to live in, blurring the lines between past and present.
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 Central to Zeng’s installations are vintage family furniture items, shipped 
from her grandmother’s house in China. A chair and stand table, steeped in familial 
history, add a layer of nostalgia and authenticity to the scenes Zeng constructs. 
The spiral structure supporting the installation serves as a skeletal framework, 
intertwined with aluminum coil, symbolizing the intricate and interconnected 
nature of memory. Her work challenges the audience to reflect on their own 
responses to scent and memory. The scene may not hold the same meaning for 
everyone, but it serves as a catalyst for a nuanced exploration of personal histories.

 Viewers may find themselves drawn to the nostalgic allure, 
cherishing the imaginative scenes presented. The artist consciously 

introduces an element of desire, capturing the essence of the 
Greek term “nostalgia” – the longing to return to one’s place 

of origin, even if it is an impossible endeavor. Intriguingly, 
Zeng nods to cinematic experiments of the past, 

borrowing from the concept of “Smell-O-Vision” 
pioneered by Mike Todd Jr., an American film 

producer, in the late 1950s. This innovative 
approach adds a layer of complexity 

to her installations, enhancing the 
immersive experience and reinforcing 
the idea that art is not merely visual 
but a multi-sensory journey. 

  Lilian Zeng not only 
challenges the conventional 
boundaries of art but also invites 
viewers to engage with their own 
olfactory memories. Through her 
meticulous curation of scents and the 
creation of semi-private environments, 
Zeng’s installations weave a tapestry 
of narratives that resonate with the 
profound and universal power of 
memory, reminding us that art extends 
beyond what meets the eye.
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What are art spaces  
    without art?

This research began in an attempt to understand 
what curating is and how it functions, outside 
of simply placing objects in proximity to one 
another. The sprawling web of contemporary art 
has created an abundance of multifaceted roles

where artists are also quasi-curators, directors, programmers and vice 
versa. Under the current conditions where contemporary art is produced, 
considered, and disseminated, what is the need for curators? My thesis 
looks into the purpose of art spaces and curation as forms of community 
generation and knowledge production. Using an open-source resource 
file, my research becomes a shared document for continuous growth and 
collaboration. 

Olive Wei

*

* Michael Brenson’s ‘The Curator’s Moment’ in CAA Art 
Journal (1988) quoted in Kate Fowle’s ‘Action Research: 
Generative Curatorial Practices’ in Curating Research (2015).

Knowledge production arose within scientific research 
from the study of science as a social activity. Now, when 
we apply knowledge production within the context of 
contemporary art, we can look at art as a social activity. 
This is not to say that art has never been social; historically, 
it has always engaged with different publics. It is audiences 
that allow the art to function. The social activity that 
contemporary art has produced looks away from the 
exhibitionary complex and towards workshops, lectures, 
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panels, artist talks, dinners, etc. In order to 
engage publics under current schismatic 
structures, art must engage and forge 
collaborators. *

Claire Bishop (2006).  

These engagements 
are not generative but 
rather regenerative. In 
our current culture of 
brain rot, perpetually 
estranged politics, and 
tragic doomscrolling bait, 
knowledge production 
and public engagement 
within an art context can 
reinvigorate and reform 
what previously felt 
confined to our current 
realities. 

In Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction,” he argues that art has lost its “aura”, the 
artistic authenticity produced under the praxis of politics. I would argue 
that this ‘special’ quality art has always been assumed to embody takes 
form by activating its audience through forging connections under divisive 
structures. What Benjamin fails to acknowledge—or had not yet come to 
realize—is that art, regardless of process, has always possessed an ‘aura’: It 
is one of discursivity and thought production. I propose, to consider this 
discourse in a contemporary context, we might use the aura as a reference 
point for community building. While art opens up avenues of criticality 
and discourse, its art spaces, curation, and programming can draw out 
relations and correspondence. I refer to correspondence as separate from 
discourse as it implies a prolonged connection, it is an act of maintenance 
rather than a task. 

(Refer to the Simon O’Sullivan on 
the next page.)



The Simon O’Sullivan in question:

Simon O’Sullivan, 
“Myth-Science and the 
Fictioning of Reality” 

(2016).

Regeneration can be considered not only as an act of making 
our realities more livable but as a means of reframing our 
understandings and the responsibilities of the art world. 
Knowledge production, as O’Sullivan suggests, might enter 
into the dangerous territory of eternal moreness, whereas 
fictioning can offer a foundation to explore issues within our 
living reality without being confined in it. What fictioning can 
offer is a viable approach to dealing with the utopian ideals of 
care and fostering that shroud our art spaces.

* Ingrid Schaffner in 
Pigeons on the Grass Alas: 
Contemporary Curators 
Talk About the Field 
(2013).



*
Extending these ideas within this exhibition, curator Ingrid 
Schaffner talks of the triangulation of a curator’s responsibility 
to work between the artist, the work of art, and the audience. 
In the context of this exhibition, our triangle became circular. 
We worked amongst each other as peers as well as each other’s 
audience. There was a union that had been built where we were 
all caring for each other’s projects along with the wellbeing of the 
show because we were producing as a whole, not individuals. The 
convergence happens on these pages and in our exhibition, we 
have been weaving, overlapping, sharing, and rethinking amongst 
ourselves. Instead of points of intersection, we formed a network.

(Previous page)

This publication serves as a vehicle for talking through the things Ella, Nusha, 
and I were thinking about for our projects. As Critical Practices Specialists, 
we have produced material that goes beyond the scope of creating artwork to 
be displayed. However, the publication still honours the mass of knowledge 
everyone has produced, using this publication as a means of reflecting our 
exhibit within a different context. As the pages get flipped through, the points of 
connection throughout the class remain, maybe even heightened, as audiences 
can involve themselves in our modes of thinking through making. 

As I walk by the Art Gallery of Ontario one morning, art 
workers crowd the entrance demanding fair wages. “ART 
MATTERS WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE?” one sign asks. 
I think about our art spaces, heralded for giving voice to 
new ideas outside of the mainstream and our place to 
incite change, what happens when they betray us? The 
art space is not just an exhibitionary complex and it never 
was. As this publication comes to a close, the answer I 
can provide for my research question: what are art spaces 
without the art? Is that art spaces can survive without the 
art but not its people. I share this show as a framework in 
which the community generating, knowledge producing 
elements of art making can come to a head. 

My open-source file features the accumulation of research that has formed my 
attitude towards the role of curation. I invite people to engage with my research 
and add to it as if it were a personal textbook. It is a perpetually changing 
document of joint processes.

A link to download my file can be found at:
 https://academic.daniels.utoronto.ca/visual-studies-thesis-2024/ 
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